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Metaplan

Understanding and Leading Organizations

What is the seminar about?
We provide a central skill set that will equip you to develop and implement strategies and advise organizations effectively. The key is to understand organizations from a perspective that keeps both the formal
structures and the informal, micro-political aspects equally in view.

Who is the target audience?
Executives, entrepreneurs or consultants, who, after several years of
professional work experience, are now searching for winning solutions to the tasks they face. These are individuals who want to understand and influence the strategic path of their organization in significant ways and seek methods that outperform those presented in MBA
programs.

curiosity
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Who would benefit from it?

What will you take away?

Anyone whose experiences in day-to-day business operations or during
consulting projects have shown that …

Fresh, novel approaches. The knowledge and skills that will enable you
to improve your performance in highly complex environments. An
analysis of organizational structures and a systematic method to understand, target, and adjust micro-politics (e.g., stakeholder interests). The
ability to lead your organization by developing strategies that result in
communication and cooperation between those involved.
Our approach is pragmatic. The seminar is structured in a way that
you will have the opportunity to present a business case of your own
and apply what you have learned. Together with your colleagues and
the Metaplan faculty, you will develop a deeper understanding of your
case and the underlying issues. This will include consideration of your
initial situation and core concerns, the scope of the issues, stakeholder
analysis, the development process, the implementation structure, and
a road map for moving ahead.
You will be able to develop viable courses of action that will actually be implemented. In other words, your ultimate take-away will be
the equipment you need for lasting success as a business executive, entrepreneur or consultant.

... decisions are reached, but are subsequently not implemented
... market factors, business conditions, and collaborative efforts are
becoming increasingly complex
...	change processes can end in failure; projects may produce no results
… conflicts often focus on the wrong topics and occur at the wrong
interfaces
... interdependencies within organizations seem difficult to fathom

Why is the seminar especially important right now?
Strategic decisions are difficult to evaluate, and the terrain is often
contested. What we need today are sophisticated approaches that
enable managers, entrepreneurs and consultants to operate even in
highly complex situations. If the complexity of a strategic venture
does not receive sufficient consideration from the outset, the result
can be a backlash during a later phase, for example, during implementation. This is exactly the challenge that our seminar addresses.

mastering complexity

Raising executive effectiveness
How managers are mastering strategy issues

Positive results can already be seen
The strategy seminar by Metaplan gave me some valuable insights.
It presented an approach to strategy development which is reiterative and innovative. As a result, it is far easier to align with and
integrate into the continuous improvement and strategic change
management methodologies used in my company. The concept of
local rationalities resonated strongly with me. Used together with
stakeholder mapping, it is a powerful tool that I have already applied to my current strategic change programme.
The seminar also allowed me to present a current work
challenge. With the help of the Metaplan consultants and other
attendees, I gained new insights that I was able to apply immediately. The first positive results can already be seen. The facilitation by Metaplan was first class and the location was beautiful,
which made the long productive hours and hard work required
all the more endurable. An altogether worthwhile investment.
Bianca U. Kreß
Programme Director – Strategic change
Colt Technology Ltd
London, United Kingdom

An enjoyable departure from Powerpoint
In contrast to the widespread approach in strategy development – namely, collect data, analyze it, reach a
decision, and then take action – I found it more than enlightening to focus attention on the actual ideas and
then to elaborate them with all stakeholders, or to reject them and generate new ones. Here, it’s immensely
helpful to deal with the players' local rationalities beforehand and thereby limit oneself to what is really
doable or what can actually be implemented. In other words, for me this is the right approach, not just in
terms of strategy work but in my day-to-day activities as an executive. What I also found very enjoyable was
the total departure from conveying information via PowerPoint. I think this aspect in itself was responsible
for initiating a (constructive) discussion and exchange of ideas in the group even within the first hour of the
seminar. These were intense, instructive, and perfectly organized days, spent with very interesting people.
A truly inspiring seminar in a pleasant atmosphere.
Andy Niemann
Director CRM
SENNHEISER electronic GmbH & Co. KG
Wedemark, Germany

How things really work
This seminar allowed me to experience strategy tools in a completely different way. Metaplan’s approach is
applied and realistic. The underlying strategy model is very practical and flexible. Since the program integrates
the presentation of actual case studies by participants, it provided me not only the big picture, but a close-up as
well. This seminar really shows you how things work.
Francisco Rodrigues
Director
Fundicao 2 Portos
Lisbon, Portugal

Opens your eyes about your own organization
Even if many of the strategy models and tools are fairly well known, looking at them from Metaplan’s Discursive perspective places them in a new light that enables you to actually put them to use. The practical,
hands-on application of the Metaplan approach to participants' actual cases makes the seminar material
tangible and additionally opens your eyes to ideas for your own organization. For me, the seminar's lasting
message was above all the necessity of reflecting on local rationalities.
Ulrike Dräger
Managing Director
Jade-Pack GmbH
Stadland, Germany

Playfully expand your horizon
As the presenter of a business case, I can only recommend the
Strategic Development Seminar. The candid discussion among
the participants provides access to a wide range of experiences
and expert knowledge from a variety of company cultures. This
makes it possible to look at a case from different perspectives,
discuss it without any restrictions, and playfully expand your horizons – something you cannot experience in the course of dayto-day business activity. With their inexhaustible experience,
the trainers competently facilitated the discussion despite the
busy schedule. They were able to create a relaxed atmosphere
and the perfect balance between efficient work, learning, and
enjoyment. In conclusion: highly recommended.
Andreas Wernet
Strategic Planning Operations
SICK AG
Waldkirch, Germany

A robust conceptual framework
The Strategy Development Seminar was my first contact with Metaplan consultants and their methodologies. I was really impressed. Metaplan’s conceptual and methodological framework is robust; the approaches we observed and trained were pragmatic and direct. Conceiving, formulating, and applying business strategies with a client will only be effective if the methodologies and tools are based on a deep and
broad understanding, as well as being solid and meaningful for those involved. And that was precisely the
knowledge I gained from the seminar and the Metaplan facilitators.
Miguel Faro Viana
HR Director
REFER EP
Lisbon, Portugal
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Seminar Content
You will learn a comprehensive, structured method of directing strategies into new channels and shaping them through
discourse. This applies not only to the development phase
but is also relevant for communicating and implementing
them. Our approach involves analyzing commonly used
managerial strategy tools and expanding their range of applicability based on a discursive perspective.
Classically, strategies are viewed as economically oriented concepts
that result from rational planning. But that falls short. Rather, they
represent future courses of action that target not only economic
goals but extra-economic ones as well. They take organizational
structures, stakeholder interests, power-, and micro-politics into account.
Even the initial phase of strategy development requires communications processes that allow the complexity to be sufficiently captured. This can only be achieved if the interests of the various functions and executives and their ability to wield power are taken into
consideration. Discourse opens up previously inaccessible thought
structures, generates new insights, and brings opposing positions
closer together. Ensuring a uniform line of action and consistent
communications requires a negotiation process.
Yet discourse is also necessary during implementation. If one is to
avoid the execution trap, one must provide those who are needed
for the implementation with a forum where they can air their differences. Structured discourse ensures that they buy into the strategy
and participate.

durable agreements
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Faculty

Metaplan Quickborn, Germany

Dr. Thomas Schnelle
Managing Partner

Dr. Thomas Schnelle joined Metaplan in
1987. Today, he is Managing Partner of Metaplan Quickborn. His expertise includes strategic planning processes and organizational
design in the areas of marketing and sales. His
activities often involve clients in the pharmaceutical and biotech industries, while his “avocation” is advising family-owned companies,
other consulting firms, and associations. Prior
to joining Metaplan, he worked as a shipyard
production manager. He studied industrial sociology, political economy, and epistemology
at the universities of Bielefeld, Manchester,
Warsaw, and Hamburg.

Metaplan Princeton, USA

Franz-Josef Tillmann
Managing Partner

Franz-Josef Tillmann has been Managing
Partner of Metaplan Princeton since 2001. His
areas of expertise include strategic planning
processes, lateral leadership, and market exploration, particularly in the pharmaceutical
industry. Prior to joining Metaplan, he served
as Director, Global Strategic Marketing at
Johnson & Johnson. He also held a number of
management positions in marketing and sales
at Schwarz Pharma in Germany and the United
States. He holds a degree in geography from the
University of Bayreuth and an MBA from New
York University’s Stern School of Business.

Metaplan Quickborn, Germany

Dr. Kai Matthiesen
Managing Partner

Dr. Kai Matthiesen joined Metaplan in 2001,
and has since become a Managing Partner of
Metaplan Quickborn. His areas of expertise
include the development of strategies and
mission statements, organizational design,
and brand-related issues; particularly for the
media, family-owned companies, and the consumer and luxury goods industry. He is also a
lecturer at the University of St. Gallen. Prior to
joining Metaplan, he was Managing Director of
Alta Vista Germany. He has also held several
management positions at family-owned businesses and at Bertelsmann AG. His consulting
career began at Booz Allen Hamilton. He studied business administration at the University
of Passau and completed a Ph.D. in business
ethics at the University of St. Gallen.

Metaplan Versailles, France

Michel Borcier
Managing Partner

Michel Borcier has been Managing Partner of
Metaplan Versailles since 1994. His areas of
expertise include strategic planning processes, organizational consulting, and market exploration, particularly for the pharmaceutical
industry, retail chains (Grande Distribution,
Vente à Distance), and the luxury goods sector. Prior to joining Metaplan, he worked as a
business journalist. He studied political science and economics at the Institut d’Études
Politiques in Paris and foreign languages at
the Université Paris X in Nanterre.

experience

Quantum leaps for consultants
What really counts in complex projects

Exploring the spirit of possibility
In practice, strategies and their development have a varied reputation. Sometimes the concept is placed
next to a simple idea to inflate its importance. Or, a strategy can also represent an individual agenda that
has subsequently been “converted” into a group target. However, there is also such a thing as straightforward, precise, structured work on strategies. And that is what these highly committed trainers convey on a
case-by-case basis in this very comprehensive and highly recommended strategy seminar. Hands-on work
on current, real-life cases ensures that theory really comes to life. You’re the one in charge, and you explore
the spirit of possibility. Business people who think they already know the answer to everything should
attend this seminar first.
Ingmar Behrens
Managing Partner
Nebelung & Behrens Communications Consulting GmbH
Hamburg, Germany

Tools and topics appeared in an entirely new light
For me, the International Strategy Seminar was a real inspiration! I have an academic background in business administration, and many of the established tools and topics appeared in an entirely new light. My
sense is that the Metaplan seminar takes top-heavy strategy development and grounds it. Particularly as a
consultant, I took away many insights that I can apply directly in current projects with my clients.
Cordula Rieger
Managing Partner
Enzaim Communications AG
Zurich, Switzerland

Strategy only works as a joint undertaking
In the Strategy Development Seminar, I especially enjoyed the
subject of micropolitics. It is only when the players’ intentions
are as clear and transparent as possible that opposing standpoints
and common ground can emerge. This also allows one to avoid
misunderstandings that could make the road to a shared strategy
difficult.
One thing is clear to me now: strategy development will only
work when it’s handled as a joint undertaking, not as an isolated
effort. And the more you participate in shaping the process, the
more likely it becomes that you will see your intentions reflected
in the strategy later on.
This was a very exciting seminar facilitated by very skilled,
highly communicative moderators. Many thanks for the experience!
Andreas Voß
General Manager
JP|KOM Consulting GmbH
Düsseldorf, Germany

Provided me with the right mental equipment
I attended the Strategy Development Seminar with a set of expectations based on my background as an
organizational consultant, and on my current role as Managing Partner of a company.
The seminar was extremely useful not only for maintaining my consulting skills but also for learning
new ways to revitalize well-known tools by taking a discursive approach. The seminar proved to be an opportunity to re-think and review my own management style – which came as a complete surprise to me. I
could list many take-aways in terms of strategy development tools and, more generally, the mental equipment I received to better meet my customers' needs. But I would never have guessed that Metaplan’s main
achievement would be to change my vision and perspective as a company owner and a manager.
I recommend this seminar to all those who want to empower themselves in their role as managers.
The three-day encounter with the Metaplan consultants and peer colleagues from firms all over the world
definitely provided me a great opportunity to learn - and change.
Luca Melis
Managing Partner
Poliste spa
Cagliari, Italy

Enables you to implement strategies in
any kind of organization
Metaplan’s Strategy Development Seminar was very enriching
and allowed me to expand my knowledge as a Strategy Implementation Consultant, specifically in terms of applying strategy
tools in a range of different business situations. Although professionals who hold an MBA (as I do) may study a lot of strategy management and business policy theory, many strategy courses fail
to explain how to apply the tools in real business situations, that
is, within companies with different “local rationalities.” By integrating the most commonly used strategy development tools
with Metaplan’s practical methodology, this seminar equips
participants to implement strategies in any kind of organization.
Rui Sousa
Manager
EFFECTIVE Strategy Implementation
Lisbon, Portugal
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The Discursive Approach

In order to provide strategic leadership, we must learn to
understand the organization
Organizations follow their own logic. As social systems, they strive to
integrate their activities in a way that produces sensible results. Due to
the inter-organizational division of labor, each unit is able to specialize, concentrate on its own tasks, and develop its own criteria of professional excellence. This is the driver behind the powerful efficiency
of organizations.
Yet at the same time, there are consequences. To begin with, each
unit develops its own notion of what is right, sensible, and important.
As an example, the head of production will rate a product redevelopment much differently than the person who was responsible for the
development itself. The one might object to new product features
because they will drive up his production costs. The other will defend
the features because, from his perspective, they represent a genuine
competitive advantage in the marketplace. Meanwhile, both parties
claim to be arguing on behalf of the company's overall welfare. In other words, labor that was once divided is not so easily joined together
again. Hierarchy alone is seldom enough to reconcile divergent interests and ways of thinking.
To accomplish their goals, managers and organizational consultants must recognize such opposition, address it, and be equipped to
deal with it. They must open closed minds, adjust power equations,
and transform distrust into cooperation.

insight
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Leading and consulting under increasingly complex conditions

Leading and consulting using the discursive approach

Managing and consulting in today's environment is extremely demanding.
Networking. Never before have professionals, businesses, and
economies been as interconnected as they are today. Yet the more a
system increases in size or complexity, the less managerial autonomy
any given player can command. Projects complement established processes, temporary partners collaborate with staff positions, and external service providers take over tasks previously performed in-house.
Instead of acting simply as line function managers, today’s consultants
and executives must also orchestrate changing project partners and
make allowances for the positions they hold.
Interdependence. In a networked world of real-time interactions, the (long-term) ramifications of decisions are increasingly difficult to judge. Decisions that were presumed to be correct can cause
unimaginable damage. Managers and consultants must learn to anticipate and address complex interactions. Working across the hierarchy,
they must involve the players who are able to grasp the outcomes of
decisions or will play important roles during implementation.
Cooperation. People who must accomplish complex, poorly
defined tasks are dependent on collaboration. They must rely on the
other players becoming mentally involved and contributing their resources. Since giving orders only works to a limited degree, they need
communications processes to make their own interests clear. As well,
such communication allows them to incorporate the interests of
subordinates and other participants who would like to contribute to
achieving the goal from their respective positions.
Thus, the key to effective organizational design and consulting today no longer lies in directives but rather in discourse.

Organizational change is successful when the parties involved adopt
an objective as their own and are willing to collaborate. As a prerequisite, we must understand their ways of thinking and patterns of behavior. This, in turn, can only be achieved through structured encounters
that focus on concrete, work-related topics and cause contradictions
to come to light. The clarification achieved by working through the issues is a necessary step for arriving at new ways of thinking and setting
off in new directions. Subjecting a business initiative to serious doubt is
the only way to gain acceptance for it and ensure that it is implemented.
Well-structured discourse is the only way to turn listeners into
interested participants who contribute their knowledge, abilities,
contacts, and energy. Discourse allows us to enlist co-entrepreneurs
who pull their weight instead of covertly (or even overtly) blocking the
road. Discourse allows us to form organizations that are more vibrant,
forward-looking, and consequently more successful.
Metaplan looks back on 40 years of consulting and leadership using the discursive approach. We help our clients to formulate important questions and discover the right answers through discourse with
the relevant stakeholders. We support leaders of complex organizations in their efforts to establish durable agreements and make better
decisions in questions of strategy and structure.
The ‘strategy development’ seminar lets you profit from our experience. We will equip you with our tools, provide critical insight by
drawing on concrete challenges from your own professional practice,
and thereby enable you to achieve greater success as a manager, entrepreneur or consultant.

outcome
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The seminar at a glance
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Present your own challenges and explore solutions
The seminar is structured in a way that you will have the opportunity to present a business case of your own and apply what you
have learned. Together with your colleagues and the Metaplan
faculty, you will develop a deeper understanding of your case and
the underlying issues. This will include consideration of your
initial situation and core concerns, the scope of the issues, stakeholder analysis, the development process, the implementation
structure, and a road map for moving ahead.

How to participate
Admission to the management seminar requires an initial,
person-to-person interview. This will allow you to determine
whether the program matches your needs and expectations. We,
in turn, would like to know more about your professional background and the goals you hope to achieve by participating. Our
objective is to bring together a group of personalities who will
make a good fit with one another while meeting the demands of
the program. Please include your résumé along with your inquiry.

Date and Fees
Dates: September 10-12, 2014
Begins at 10:00 AM on Wednesday; ends at 4: 00 PM on Friday
Fee: € 3.500 + VAT, includes registration, course materials,
and meals. Does not cover accommodations.

Location
Paris, France – attractive conference venue

Contact
Christoph Nahrholdt
Program Director
ChristophNahrholdt@metaplan.com
Tel: +49 41 06 6170
Cell: +49 173 7032900

www.metaplan.info

Metaplan. Pioneering research-based organizational consulting
Metaplan numbers among the pioneers of research-based organizational consulting in Germany. The firm consists of 35 consultants and
maintains offices in Germany, France, Sweden, Switzerland, and the USA. We have been providing project-specific and strategic consulting
services for 40 years. Our thrust is leadership and consulting through discourse. This means mastering complex change through a process of
structured confrontation and communication between stakeholders. For us, communication means establishing enduring, reliable agreements. It is a pivotal management tool that organizations can use to target specific challenges – in planning, development, and execution.

Our methods have been influenced by five central approaches in the field of organizational research:
• behavioral decision-making theory as advanced by James G. March, Richard M. Cyert, and Herbert A. Simon
• Niklas Luhmann's systems theory
• Michel Crozier and Erhard Friedberg's theory of power and micro-politics
• Ludwik Fleck's epistemology and sociology of thought
• Jürgen Habermas's discourse ethics
At Metaplan, we question the status quo and are driven by a desire to learn. This accounts for our tradition of incorporating the findings of
organizational research in our work.
Our clients' primary concern is to design successful strategic, organizational, and cultural transformation. Experience has shown that
discursive management and consulting is the approach that enables them to achieve their goals.
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